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HOMOTOPY CATEGORY OF PROJECTIVE COMPLEXES AND
COMPLEXES OF GORENSTEIN PROJECTIVE MODULES
JAVAD ASADOLLAHI, RASOOL HAFEZI AND SHOKROLLAH SALARIAN
Abstract. Let R be a ring with identity and C(R) denote the category of complexes
of R-modules. In this paper we study the homotopy categories arising from projective
(resp. injective) complexes as well as Gorenstein projective (resp. Gorenstein injec-
tive) modules. We show that the homotopy category of projective complexes over R,
denoted K(Prj C(R)), is always well generated and is compactly generated provided
K(Prj R) is so. Based on this result, it will be proved that the class of Gorenstein
projective complexes is precovering, whenever R is a commutative noetherian ring of
finite Krull dimension. Furthermore, it turns out that over such rings the inclusion
functor ι : K(GPrj R) →֒ K(R) has a right adjoint ιρ, where K(GPrj R) is the homo-
topy category of Gorenstein projective R modules. Similar, or rather dual, results for
the injective (resp. Gorenstein injective) complexes will be provided. If R has a dual-
ising complex, a triangle-equivalence between homotopy categories of projective and
of injective complexes will be provided. As an application, we obtain an equivalence
between the triangulated categories K(GPrj R) and K(GInj R), that restricts to an
equivalence between K(Prj R) and K(Inj R), whenever R is commutative, noetherian
and admits a dualising complex.
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1. Introduction
Let R be a ring and X be one of the classes InjR,PrjR or FlatR, the class of injective,
projective or flat (left) R-modules. We call the modules in any of these classes the
homological objects of Mod R, the category of R-modules.
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There has been some beautiful results, starting from 2005 by papers of Krause [K05]
and Jørgensen [J05], and continuing by papers of Iyengar and Krause [IK] and Neeman
[N08] which focuses on the properties of homotopy category K(X ). The upshot of these
first three papers was gaining an extension of Grothendieck duality theorem. Let us be
a little bite more precise. Let R be commutative and noetherian admitting a special
complex D, called the dualising complex. The Grothendieck duality theorem tells us
that over such rings, the bounded derived category of finitely generated R-modules is
self-dual, that is, there is an equivalence
RHomR(−,D) : D
b(R)
op
→ Db(R)
of triangulated categories. The results of Krause and Jørgensen in particular implied
that for such rings, K(Inj R) and K(Prj R) are compactly generated and are infinite
completions of Db(R)
op
and Db(R), respectively. The authors of [IK] used these results
in order to extend this equivalence to their completions. They showed that there is a
triangle-equivalence
D ⊗R − : K(Prj R)→ K(Inj R)
which restricts on compact objects to the above equivalence. Afterwards, the homotopy
category of flat R-modules came into play by Neeman [N08]. Among other things, he
showed that K(Prj R) is always well generated and is compactly generated if R is right
coherent, thus obtaining a generalization of result of [J05]. For a good survey on these
results one may consult the introduction of [N08].
It is worth to remind that results on the compactness of the homotopy categories
K(Inj R) and K(Prj R) allow us to apply Brown representability theorem for the exis-
tence of certain adjoints. These adjoints will lead to the existence of Gorenstein injective
preenvelopes/Gorenstein projective precovers, see e.g. [J07].
A natural attempt is to try to get similar equivalences in another abelian categories,
on one extreme and to extend the Iyengar-Krause equivalence to more larger classes,
on another extreme. Perhaps, the first attempt was done by Neeman’s Ph.D. student
Murfet, who generalized the above mentioned results to the category of quasi-coherent
sheaves over a semi-separated noetherian scheme. He followed Neeman’s beautiful idea
to consider the quotient category K(Flat R)/K(Prj R)⊥ as a replacement for K(Prj R)
that may be extended to non-affine case, see [Mu]. As another attempt, in [AEHS] the
authors obtained an extension of the above results in the category of representations
of certain quivers. In particular, for finite quivers they presented a triangle equiva-
lence K(Prj Q)
∼
→ K(Inj Q). On the other extreme, Chen [C, Theorem B] over a left-
Gorenstein ring, provides an equivalence between the triangulated categories K(GPrj R)
and K(GInj R), that up to a natural isomorphism extends Iyengar-Krause’s equivalence,
when R is a commutative Gorenstein ring.
The category of complexes of R-modules, denoted by C(R), is an abelian category with
enough injective and enough projective objects. There has been several research articles
dealing with the homological objects as well as their Gorenstein versions, i.e. Gorenstein
projective, Gorenstein injective and Gorenstein flat complexes in this category, see e.g.
[R], [ER], [LZ], [EEI].
Our aim in this paper is to study the homotopy categories of homological objects of
this category and their connections to the homotopy category of Gorenstein homolog-
ical objects of R. We may list our results in this paper as follow. For notations and
terminology see the preliminaries section below.
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• K(Prj C(R)) is always well generated. It is compactly generated if so isK(Prj R).
In this case, we present a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)), see Theorem
3.5.
• The inclusion functor K(Prj C(R)) →֒ K(C(R)) admits a right adjoint, see Corol-
lary 3.10.
• The class of Gorenstein projective complexes is precovering in C(R), provided
R is a commutative noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension, see Theorem 4.4.
Compare [EEI].
• The inclusion ι : K(GPrj R) −→ K(R) has a right adjoint, provided R is a com-
mutative noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension, see Theorem 5.1.2. Compare
[G, Theorem 2.7].
• Similar result for injective (resp. Gorenstein injective) complexes will be dis-
cussed.
Furthermore, if R is a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising complex, the
following will be proved.
• There is a triangle-equivalence between triangulated categories K(Prj C(R)) and
K(Inj C(R)), see Theorem 5.2.2. This equivalence induces a triangle-equivalence
between categories Ktac(Prj C(R)) and Ktac(Inj C(R)), see Proposition 5.2.4.
• The triangulated categories GPrj C(R) and GInj C(R) are compactly generated,
see Corollary 5.2.9.
• There is a triangle-equivalence K(GPrj R) ≃ K(GInj R), that restricts to an
equivalence K(Prj R) ≃ K(Inj R), see Theorem 5.3.9.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we collect some of the notions and results that we need throughout the
paper. Let us begin with the notion of triangulated categories.
2.1. Triangulated categories. Let T be an additive category. T is called a trian-
gulate category if there exists an autoequivalence Σ : T → T and a class ∆ of diagrams
of the form A → B → C → ΣA in T satisfying certain set of axioms. The basic refer-
ences for the subject are [Ve] and [N01]. We say that T is a triangulated category with
coproducts (or satisfying [TR5], in the language of Neeman) if it has arbitrary small
coproducts, i.e. for any small set Γ and any collection {Tγ , γ ∈ Γ} of objects Tγ ∈ T
indexed by Γ, the categorical coproduct
∐
γ∈Γ Tγ exists in T .
A triangulated subcategory S of T is called thick if it is closed under retracts. A thick
subcategory S of T is called localizing (resp. colocalizing) if it is closed under all co-
products (resp. products) allowed in T . The intersection of the localizing subcategories
of T containing a class S of objects is denoted by 〈S〉.
2.2. Localization sequences. Let T be a localizing subcategory of T ′. It follows
from Bousfield localization (see e.g. [N01, Theorem 9.1.13]) that the inclusion T −→
T ′ has a right adjoint if and only if for any object X in T , there exists a triangle
X ′ // X // X ′′ ///o/o in T ′ with X ′ ∈ T and X ′′ ∈ T ⊥. This triangle is unique up
to isomorphism and the right adjoint of T −→ T ′ sends X to X ′. This is equivalent
to say that the sequence S −→ T −→ T /S of triangulated categories and triangulated
functors is a localization sequence, [Ve, §II.2]. One may imagine the dual situation for
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colocalizing sequences. We just recall that when T is a triangulated subcategory of T ′,
the left and right orthogonal of T in T ′ are defined, respectively, by
⊥T = {X ∈ T ′ | HomT ′(X,Y ) = 0, for all Y ∈ T },
T ⊥ = {X ∈ T ′ | HomT ′(Y,X) = 0, for all Y ∈ T }.
2.3. Compactly generated triangulated categories. Let T be a triangulated
category with coproducts. An object C of T is called compact if any map from C to an
arbitrary coproduct, factors through a finite coproduct. This is equivalent to say that
the representable functor T (C, ) commutes with coproducts. The full subcategory of
all compact objects in T form a thick subcategory that will be denoted by T c.
Let S be a set of objects of T . We say that S generates T if an object T of T is zero
provided T (S, T ) = 0, for all S ∈ S. For equivalence conditions see [N08].
We say that T is compactly generated if T c is essentially small and generates T .
Compactly generated triangulated categories are particularly useful. For instance,
they allow us to use the Brown Representability Theorem and the Thomason Local-
ization Theorem. A version of the Brown Representability Theorem that we shall use
reads as follows. For proof see [N96, Theorem 4.1], [N01, Theorem 8.6.1] and also [K05,
Proposition 3.3].
Lemma 2.4. Let F : T → T ′ be a triangulated functor between triangulated categories
T and T ′, where T is compactly generated.
(1) F admits a right adjoint if and only if it preserves all coproducts.
(2) F admits a left adjoint if and only if it preserves all products.
2.5. Category of complexes. Let X be an additive category. We denote by C(X )
the category of complexes in X ; the objects are complexes and morphisms are genuine
chain maps. We write the complexes homologically, so an object of C(X ) is of the
following form
· · · → Xn+1
∂n+1
→ Xn
∂n→ Xn−1 → · · · .
In case A = Mod R is the category of (left) R-modules, where R is an associative ring
with identity, we write C(R) for C(Mod R). It is known that in case A is additive (resp.
abelian) then so is C(A). In particular, C(R) is an abelian category.
2.6. Homotopy category. Let X be an additive category. The homotopy category
of X , denoted K(X ), is defined to have the same objects as in C(X ) and morphisms are
the homotopy classes of morphisms of complexes.
Let A be an abelian category and X be an additive subcategory of A, e.g. X = PrjA,
the subcategory of projective objects or X = InjA, the subcategory of injective objects
of A. Then K(X ) is a triangulated subcategory of A.
Let us consider the special case A = Mod R. In this case, we write K(R) for
K(Mod R). If X = Prj(R) (resp. Inj(R), Flat(R)), the subcategory of projective
(resp. injective, flat) R-modules, then we may define the homotopy category K(Prj R),
K(Inj R) and K(Flat R), respectively.
2.7. Total acyclicity. Let X be an additive category. A complex X ∈ C(X ) is called
acyclic if Hn(X) = 0, for all n ∈ Z. The triangulated subcategory of K(X ) consisting of
acyclic complexes will be denoted by Kac(X ).
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A complex X ∈ C(X ) is called totally acyclic if the induced complexes X (X,Y ) and
X (Y,X) of abelian groups are acyclic, for all Y ∈ X .
Let A be an abelian category. If X = PrjA (resp. X = InjA), is the class of
projectives (resp. injectives) in A, the objects will be called totally acyclic complexes of
projectives (resp. totally acyclic complexes of injectives). The full subcategory of K(A)
consisting of totally acyclic complexes of projectives (resp. of injectives) will be denoted
by Ktac(Prj A) (resp. Ktac(Inj A)).
An object G ∈ A is called Gorenstein projective (resp. Gorenstein injective), if it
is isomorphic to a syzygy of a totally acyclic complex of projectives (resp. injectives).
We let GPrjA (resp. GInjA) denote the full subcategory of A consisting of Gorenstein
projective (resp. Gorenstein injective) objects.
2.8. Projective, injective and flat complexes. Let R be an associative ring
with identity and C(R) denote the category of complexes over R. Let X and Y be two
complexes. In what follows, Hom(X,Y ) denotes the abelian group of chain maps from
X to Y .
A complex P in C(R) is projective if the functor Hom(P, ) is exact. This is equivalent
to say that P is exact and ZnP = Ker(Pn−1 → Pn−2) is projective, for all n ∈ Z, see
[R]. So, for any projective module P , the complex
· · · → 0→ P → P → 0→ · · · ,
is projective. It is known that any projective complex can be written uniquely as a
coproduct of such complexes.
Dually, a complex I is injective if the contravariant functor Hom( , I) is exact. Again
it is known [R] that I is injective if and only if it is exact and ZnI is injective, for all
n ∈ Z. Therefore, if I is an injective module, the complex
· · · → 0→ I → I → 0→ · · ·
is injective. Furthermore, up to isomorphism, any injective complex is a direct product
of such complexes. Note that this direct product is in fact direct sum.
These facts imply that C(R) is an abelian category with enough projective and enough
injective objects.
Finally recall that a complex F ∈ C(R) is flat if it is exact and for any i ∈ Z the
module Ker(Fi → Fi−1) is flat [R, Theorem 4.1.3].
2.9. Gorenstein projective, Gorenstein injective and Gorenstein flat com-
plexes. Let C(R) denote the category of complexes over R. Based on 2.7, a complex
G ∈ C(R) is called Gorenstein projective if there exists an exact sequence
· · · → P1 → P0 → P−1 → · · ·
of projective complexes such that the sequence remains exact with respect to the functor
Hom( , P ), for any projective complex P and G = Ker(P0 → P−1). Gorenstein injective
complexes are defined dually.
We also recall that a complex F ∈ C(R) is called Gorenstein flat if there exists an
exact sequence
· · · → F1 → F0 → F−1 → F−2 → · · ·
such that each Fi is a flat complex, F = Ker(F0 → F−1) and the sequence remains exact
under the functor E ⊗−, for any injective complex E of right R-modules. For the right
definition of tensor product see [R, Theorem 4.1.3].
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2.10. Evaluation functor and its extension. Let X be an additive category
and C(X ) be its category of complexes. Let i ∈ Z. There is an evaluation functor
ei : C(X ) → X , that restricts any complex X to its i-th term Xi. It is known that,
this functor admits both left and right adjoints, which we will denote by eiλ and e
i
ρ,
respectively. In fact, these adjoints are defined as follows. Given any object M of X ,
eiλ(M) (resp. e
i
ρ(M)) is defined to be the complex
· · · → 0→M
id
→M → 0→ · · · ,
with the M on the left hand side sits on the i-th position (resp. (i + 1)-th term). It
follows from the definition that eiλ(M) = e
i−1
ρ (M).
When X = Mod R, we may deduce from 2.8 that, if P is a projective (resp. injective)
R-module then the complexes eiλ(P ) and e
i
ρ(P ) are both projective (resp. injective)
complexes in C(R).
The important point here is that the functor ei : C(R) → Mod R can be naturally
extended to a triangulated functor
ki : K(C(R))→ K(R).
For any complex X in K(C(R)), we define ki(X) to be the complex Xi ∈ K(R) cor-
responds to the i-th row of the complex X. One can easily check that this extension
also possesses left and right adjoints, denoted by kiλ and k
i
ρ, respectively. In fact, these
adjoints are the natural extensions of the functors eiλ and e
i
ρ.
2.11. Covering/enveloping classes. Let A be an abelian category and X ⊆ A be
a full additive subcategory which is closed under taking direct summands. Let M be an
object of A. A morphism ϕ : X →M with X ∈ X is called a right X -approximation (an
X -precover) ofM if any morphism from an object X toM factors through ϕ. X is called
contravariantly finite (precovering) if any object in A admits a right X -approximation.
Left X -approximations (X -preenvelopes) and covariantly finite (preenveloping) subcat-
egories are defined dually.
2.12. Cotorsion theory. Cotorsion pairs are introduced and studied by L. Salce [S]
in the category of abelian groups and found some more applications in different setting.
They specially play an important role in the proof of the existence of flat covers. In
what follows Ext1(A,B), for A,B ∈ C(R), is defined to be the group of equivalence
classes of all extensions 0→ B → U → A→ 0 in C(R).
A pair (X ,Y) of classes of objects of C(R) is said to be a cotorsion theory if X⊥ = Y
and X = ⊥Y, where the left and right orthogonal are defined as follows
⊥Y := {A ∈ C(R) | Ext1(A,Y ) = 0, for all Y ∈ Y}
and
X⊥ := {B ∈ C(R) | Ext1(X,B) = 0, for all X ∈ X}.
A cotorsion theory (X ,Y) is called complete if for every A ∈ C(R) there exist exact
sequences
0→ Y → X → A→ 0 and 0→ A→ Y ′ → X ′ → 0,
where X,X ′ ∈ X and Y, Y ′ ∈ Y.
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2.13. The following theorem of [BEIJR, Theorem 3.5] show that there is a tight connec-
tion between the complete cotorsion theories in the category of complexes of modules
C(R) and the existence of adjoint functors on the corresponding homotopy categories.
We will use it throughout the paper. Let us first recall a notion.
Let X be a complex in C(R). The suspension of X, denoted by S(X) is defined to
be the shift of X one degree to the left, that is for any n ∈ Z, S(X)n = Xn−1. The
differentials of S(X) are defined to be the same as the differentials of X with a minus.
We can define Si(X) for any i ∈ Z. Let X be a class of objects of C(R). We say that X
is closed under suspension, if for any X ∈ X and any i ∈ Z, we have Si(X) ∈ X .
Theorem. [BEIJR, Theorem 3.5] Let (X ,Y) be a complete cotorsion theory in C(R)
such that X is closed under taking suspensions. Then the inclusion functors K(X ) →
K(C(R)) and K(Y)→ K(C(R)) have right and left adjoints, respectively.
Notation. Let X be an object of K(C(R)). So it is a bicomplex. For any inte-
gers i, j ∈ Z, we denote the ith column of X by Xi and the jth row by X
j . Hence
Xji denotes the module in the ith column and jth row. Indices decrease going to the
right and downward. The horizontal differentials will be denoted by (hx)
j
i the verti-
cal ones will be denoted by (vx)
j
i . Note that by definition for any i, j ∈ Z we have
(hx)
j
i−1(hx)
j
i = 0, (vx)
j−1
i (vx)
j
i = 0 and (hx)
j−1
i (vx)
j
i = (vx)
j
i−1(hx)
j
i . We fix these nota-
tions throughout the paper.
3. Homotopy category of projective complexes
Let R be ring. It was proved by Jørgensen [J05] that if R is left and right coherent and
every flat left R-module has finite projective dimension, then the category K(Prj R) is
compactly generated. Next Neeman [N08] made this result more general by reducing the
assumption just to the right coherence of the ring. Moreover, he showed that K(Prj R)
is always well generated. Our aim in this section is to show that for any ring R, the
triangulated category K(Prj C(R)) is compactly generated (resp. well generated) pro-
vided K(Prj R) is compactly generated (resp. well generated). So based on Neeman’s
result, K(Prj C(R)) is always well generated and is compactly generated provided R is
right coherent.
Our strategy for the proof is is to build a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)) out
of one for K(Prj R). So let S be a compact generating set for K(Prj R). We show that
the set
S = {kiλ(P ) : P ∈ S, i ∈ Z}
provides a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)). The compactness follows easily.
Lemma 3.1. Let P ∈ K(Prj R) be a compact object. Then for any i ∈ Z, kiλ(P ) is a
compact object in K(Prj C(R)).
Proof. We show that the functor HomK(Prj C(R))(k
i
λ(P ),−) commutes with small coprod-
ucts. Let {Cα}α∈I be a set-indexed family of objects in K(Prj C(R)). The claim follows
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from the following isomorphisms. Here, for simplicity, Hom means HomK(Prj C(R)).
Hom(kiλ(P ),
∐
α∈I Cα)
∼= Hom(P, (
∐
α∈I(Cα))
i)
∼=
∐
α∈I Hom(P,C
i
α)
∼=
∐
α∈I Hom(k
i
λ(P ), Cα).
Just note that the first and the last isomorphisms follow from adjoint property and the
second one follows because P is compact. 
For the generating set we need some lemmas. Let us begin by fixing some notations.
Notation 3.2. We define two subcategories of K(Prj C(R)). Let K(Prj C(R))≥n (resp.
K(Prj C(R))≤n) denote the full subcategory of K(Prj C(R)) consisting of all complexes
P with the property that P i = 0, for all i < n (resp. for all i > n). Both of these
subcategories are closed under the formation of mapping cones and also are closed under
coproducts. So they are triangulated subcategories of K(Prj C(R)) with coproducts.
Let P be an object of K(Prj C(R)). By definition, it is of the form
P : · · · → Pi+1 → Pi → Pi−1 → · · · ,
where Pi, for any i, is a projective complex. By 2.10, for any i ∈ Z, the complex Pi can
be written as a direct sum
∐
j∈Z e
j
λ(P
j
i ), where for any i and j in Z, P
j
i is a projective
R-module.
Fix n ∈ Z. Let P≥n denote the subcomplex of P that is defined as follows. The
ith column of P≥n is defined by (P≥n)i =
∐
j>n e
j
λ(P
j
i ). It can be check easily that
this is indeed a subcomplex. We also consider the quotient complex P/P≥n, whose
rows sitting in grades larger than n are zero. Therefore P≥n ∈ K(Prj C(R))≥n and
P/P≥n ∈ K(Prj C(R))≤n.
It is easy to see that the short exact sequence
0→ P≥n → P → P/P≥n → 0
splits in each degree and so induces a triangle
P≥n // P // P/P≥n ///o/o
in K(Prj C(R)).
Recall that an abelian category A is called cocomplete if every direct system in A
has a direct limit in A. It is known that if A is cocomplete, then K(A) is a triangulated
category with coproducts. A is called complete if every inverse system in A has an
inverse limit. If A is complete, then K(A) is a triangulated category with products. In
fact, if A is cocomplete (resp. complete), then so is the abelian category C(A) and the
canonical map C(A)→ K(A) preserves coproducts (resp. products).
Lemma 3.3. (i) Let A be a cocomplete abelian category and
X1
µ1
→ X2
µ2
→ X3 → · · ·
be a sequence of morphisms in C(A) with each µi a degree-wise split monomor-
phism. Assume that, for any i ≥ 1, Xi is a contractible complex. Then lim
−→
i≥1
Xi is
contractible.
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(ii) Let A be a complete abelian category and
· · · → X3
µ3
→ X2
µ1
→ X1
be a sequence of morphisms in C(A) with each µi a degree-wise split epimor-
phism. Assume that, for any i ≥ 1, Xi is a contractible complex. Then lim
←−
i≥1
Xi is
contractible.
Proof. It follows from our assumption in part (i) that we have a degree-wise split exact
sequence
0 //
∐
i≥1Xi
//
∐
i≥1Xi
// lim
−→
Xi // 0
of complexes, see [N01, Definition 1.6.4] or [M, Remark 2.16]. This induces a triangle
∐
i≥1Xi
//
∐
i≥1Xi
// lim
−→
Xi ///o/o/o
in K(A). Since for any i ∈ Z, Xi is contractible, so is the complex
∐
i≥1X
i. This
completes the proof of part (i).
For part (ii), we may use the degree-wise split exact sequence
0 // lim
←−
Xi //
∏
i≥1Xi
//
∏
i≥0Xi
// 0
of complexes to get the induced triangle in K(A) and then apply the fact that
∏
i≥0Xi
is contractible. 
Lemma 3.4. Let P ∈ K(Prj C(R))≥0 and Q ∈ K(Prj C(R))≤0. Then
(i) P is contractible if and only if for all i ∈ Z, P i is contractible.
(ii) Q is contractible if and only if for all i ∈ Z, Qi is contractible.
Proof. We just prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. The ‘only if’ part is clear. For the
‘if’ part, assume that P i is contractible, for all i ∈ Z. In view of the above notation, we
have a chain
· · · −→ P/P≥3
µ3
−→ P/P≥2
µ1
−→ P/P≥1,
of quotient complexes of P such that each µi is degree-wise split epimorphism and
P = lim
←−
i≥1
P/P≥i. The result follows by Lemma 3.3, if we show that each P/P≥i is
contractible. We do this by induction on i. Assume first that i = 1. By definition we
have P/P≥1 = k1λ(P
1). Hence, the additivity of k1λ in conjunction with our assumption,
implies that P/P≥1 is contractible. Assume inductively that i > 1 and the result has
been proved for integers smaller than i. The degree-wise split exact sequence
0 −→ P≥i−1/P≥i −→ P/P≥i −→ P/P≥i−1 −→ 0
induces an exact triangle
P≥i−1/P≥i // P/P≥i // P/P≥i−1 ///o/o
in K(Prj C(R)). Hence, in view of the induction assumption, it suffices to show that
P≥i−1/P≥i is contractible. This follows from the fact that
P≥i−1/P≥i ∼= kiλ(P
i)
and P i is contractible. This completes the inductive step and hence the proof. 
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Now we are ready to state and prove our main theorem in this section.
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a ring such that K(Prj R) is compactly generated. Then
K(Prj C(R)) is compactly generated. Moreover, if S is a compact generating set for
K(Prj R), the set
S = {kiλ(P ) : P ∈ S, i ∈ Z}
provides a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, for any i ∈ Z and any P ∈ S, kiλ(P ) is compact. Set
S1 = {k
i
λ(P ) : P ∈ S, i > 0}.
We claim that S1 is a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R))
≥0. To prove the claim,
we just need to show that it is a generating set. To this end, let X ∈ K(Prj C(R))≥0 be
such that HomK(Prj C(R))(k
i
λ(P ),X) = 0 for any element k
i
λ(P ) of S1. By the adjoint
isomorphism, we get HomK(Prj R)(P,X
i) = 0 for all i and all P ∈ S. Therefore Xi = 0
in K(Prj R), for all i ∈ Z. Hence Lemma 3.4, implies that X = 0. This completes the
proof of the claim. Consequently 〈S1〉 = K(Prj C(R))
≥0. Similarly, one can show that
the set
S2 = {k
i
λ(P ) : P ∈ S, i ≤ 0},
is a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R))≤0 and deduce that 〈S2〉 = K(Prj C(R))
≤0.
Since S1 ⊆ S and S2 ⊆ S, 〈S1〉 ⊆ 〈S〉 and 〈S2〉 ⊆ 〈S〉. On the other hand, in view
of the Notation 3.2, any object X of K(Prj C(R)) fits into a triangle, in which the end
terms are in K(Prj C(R))≥0 and K(Prj C(R))≤0. This implies that 〈S〉 = K(Prj C(R)),
or equivalently, S is a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)). 
By [N08, Proposition 7.14], if R is right coherent, K(Prj R) is compactly generated.
So in view of the above theorem, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.6. Let R be a right coherent ring. Then K(Prj C(R)) is compactly gener-
ated.
3.7. Well generated triangulated categories. Well generated triangulated cat-
egories are introduced by Neeman [N01], in order to provide a vast generalization of
Brown’s representability theorem.
Let T be a triangulated category with coproducts. An object C of T is called α-
small, for some regular cardinal α, if every map C →
∐
i∈I Ti factors through
∐
i∈J Ti,
for some J ⊆ I with cardJ < α. The full subcategory T consisting of all α-small objects
is denoted by T α.
Let S be a triangulated subcategory of T . S is called α-localizing if any coproduct
of fewer than α objects of S lies in S. It is clear that S is localizing if it is α-localizing
for every infinite cardinal α.
For any cardinal α we use 〈S〉α to denote the smallest α-localizing subcategory of T
containing S. Again it is clear that
〈S〉 =
⋃
α
〈S〉α.
Definition 3.8. Let T be a triangulated category with coproducts and α be a regular
cardinal. T is called α-compactly generated if the category T α is essentially small and
〈T α〉α = T . T is called well generated if it is α-compactly generated, for some regular
cardinal α.
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It is clear that any well generated triangulated category is β-compactly generated, for
all sufficiently large β. The well generated categories share many important properties
with the compactly generated triangulated categories. For an equivalent definition see
[K01, Theorem A].
Corollary 3.9. Let R be a ring. Then K(Prj C(R)) is well generated.
Proof. It was proved by Neeman [N08, Theorem 5.9] that K(Prj R) is always well gen-
erated. Now one may follow the above argument to deduce the result. 
This, in particular implies the following corollary.
Corollary 3.10. For any ring R, the inclusion ι : K(Prj C(R))→ K(C(R)) has a right
adjoint.
Proof. The result follows from [N08, Corollary 5.10], because K(Prj C(R)) is well gen-
erated and ι preserves coproducts. 
Remark 3.11. The results of this section can be stated in a dual manner to prove that
K(Inj C(R)) is compactly generated, provided K(Inj R) is compactly generated. In fact,
if S is a compact generating set for K(Inj R), the set
S = {kiρ(I) : I ∈ S, i ∈ Z}
provides a compact generating set for K(Inj C(R)).
We know by [K05] that K(Inj R) is compactly generated, provided R is a noetherian
ring. So in this case, K(Inj C(R)) is compactly generated. Note that if R is a noetherian
ring, C(R) is a locally noetherian Grothendieck category. So one may conclude directly
from Proposition 2.3 of [K05] that K(Inj C(R)) is compactly generated. However, here
we provide a compact generating set for K(Inj C(R)) that will be used in our next results
in this paper.
4. Gorenstein projective precover of complexes
In [EEI], the authors proved that if a commutative noetherian ring admits a dualising
complex, then every right bounded complex of modules has a Gorenstein projective
precover. In this section we generalize this result to any complex, not necessarily right
bounded, over any commutative noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension.
First, let us provide a characterization of totally acyclic complexes of projectives and
injectives in K(C(R)) in terms of the associated row complexes.
Proposition 4.1. Let P ∈ K(Prj C(R)) and I ∈ K(Inj C(R)). Then
(i) P ∈ Ktac(Prj C(R)) if and only if P
j ∈ Ktac(Prj R) for any j ∈ Z.
(ii) I ∈ Ktac(Inj C(R)) if and only if I
j ∈ Ktac(Inj R) for any j ∈ Z.
Proof. We just prove part (i). Part (ii) follows similarly. For the ‘only if’ part, it is
sufficient to prove that for any projective R-module Q and any n ∈ Z, the sequence
HomR(P
j
n−1, Q) −→ HomR(P
j
n, Q) −→ HomR(P
j
n+1, Q)
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is exact. This follows from the following diagram that exists thanks to the adjoin pair
(kj , kjρ) and also the fact that the upper row is exact.
HomC(R)(Pn−1, k
j
ρ(Q)) //
≃

HomC(R)(Pn, k
j
ρ(Q)) //
≃

HomC(R)(Pn+1, k
j
ρ(Q))
≃

HomR(P
j
n−1, Q)
// HomR(P
j
n, Q) // HomR(P
j
n+1, Q).
The ‘if’ part can be settled in the same way. Just note that any projective complex
is a product of projective complexes of the form ejρ(P ), where P is a projective module
and j ∈ Z. Here we used the fact that, for any j ∈ Z, ejλ(−) = e
j−1
ρ (−). 
Recall that if T is a triangulated category with suspension functor Σ, an additive
functor H : T → Ab is said to be homological provided it sends triangles in T to long
exact sequences inAb, whereAb denotes the category of Abelian groups [N01, Definition
1.1.7]. The kernel of H, denoted KerH, is then the full subcategory of T consisting of
all objects X such that H(ΣnX) = 0, for all integers n.
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category. Let H : T → Ab
be a coproduct-preserving homological functor. Then the inclusion Ker(H) → T admits
a right adjoint.
Proof. The theorem is proved by Margolis [M, §7]. Also one may find a proof in [K10,
§6]. 
Proposition 4.3. Let R be a commutative ring of finite Krull dimension. Then the
inclusion Ktac(Prj C(R)) →֒ K(Prj C(R)) admits a right adjoint.
Proof. First note that by Corollary 3.6, K(Prj R) is compactly generated. Thus by
Theorem 3.5, K(Prj C(R)) is also compactly generated. We define a homological functor
K(Prj C(R))→ Ab with kernel Ktac(Prj C(R)). Then the result follows from Theorem
4.2. To this end, set I = ⊕pE(R/p), where p runs over all prime ideals of R. Let
P ∈ K(Prj C(R)). We define P ⊗ I to be the induced complex obtaining from P
by tensoring any row (or equivalently any column) of P with I. So for any i ∈ Z,
(P ⊗ I)i = P i ⊗ I. For any P ∈ K(Prj C(R)), define H(P ) by setting
H(P ) = H0(P )⊕H0(P ⊗ I),
where H0 is the 0-th homology functor. Obviously this defines a homological functor
H : K(Prj C(R)) −→ Ab. Note that an object P of K(Prj C(R)) belongs to the kernel
of H if and only if it is acyclic and for any i and j, Hj(P
i⊗ I) = 0. Now, one may apply
Lemma 4.3 of [MS] to get that P ∈ KerH if and only if for any i ∈ Z, P i is a totally acyclic
complex of projective R-modules. Hence, by Proposition 4.1, KerH = Ktac(Prj C(R)).
The proof is now complete. 
Once we know the existence of the adjoint for the inclusionKtac(Prj C(R))→ K(Prj C(R)),
we may apply an argument similar to [J07, §2] verbatim to prove the following theo-
rem. We leave the details to the reader. One just should note that we have not used
here the characterizations of Gorenstein projective complexes to show that their class is
precovering, see Remark 5.1, below.
Theorem 4.4. Let R be a ring of finite Krull dimension. Then the class of Gorenstein
projective complexes is precovering in C(R).
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Towards the end of this section, we plan to provide an outline of the proof of the fact
that the argument we presented to show the existence of Gorenstein projective precoves
can be dualized to show that the class of Gorenstein injective complexes are preenvelop-
ing. To this end we need the following general lemma of [K05].
Lemma 4.5. [K05, Lemma 7.3] Let A be a locally noetherian Grothendieck category
and suppose that D(A) is compactly generated. Then the inclusion ι : Ktac(Inj A) →
K(Inj A) has a left adjoint ιλ : K(Inj A)→ Ktac(Inj A).
Let us go back to our situation and assume that R is a noetherian ring. The noetheri-
anness of R implies that the category C(R) is a locally noetherian Grothendieck category.
So to be able to apply the above lemma, one just needs to show that the derived cat-
egory D(C(R)) is compactly generated. This can be achieved in the similar way as in
the Theorem 3.5 and using the following known fact: Let X ∈ D(C(R)). X ∼= 0 if and
only if for all i ∈ Z, Xi ≃ 0 in D(R), or equivalently, Xi is exact, for all i ∈ Z.
So Lemma 4.5 can be applied to show that the inclusion ι : Ktac(Inj C(R)) →
K(Inj C(R)) has a left adjoint. An standard argument now can be applied to show
that the class of Gorenstein injective complexes in C(R) is preenveloping.
5. The homotopy categories K(GPrj R) and K(GInj R)
In this section we plan to study the homotopy category of Gorenstein projective and
the homotopy category of Gorenstein injective R-modules. We divide the section into
three subsections. In the first one we study the existence of adjoints and show that the
inclusion ι : K(GPrj R) −→ K(R) (resp. ι : K(GInj R) −→ K(R)) has a right (resp.
left) adjoint. In the second one we show that when R is a commutative noetherian
ring admitting a dualising complex, there exists a triangle-equivalence K(Prj C(R)) ≃
K(Inj C(R)). This will have a list of corollaries. In the last subsection, we show that
under the same condition on the ring R, there exists a triangle equivalence K(GPrj R)
and K(GInj R), which restricts to an equivalence K(Prj R) ≃ K(Inj R).
Remark 5.1. In [R] and [ER] it is shown that over an n-Gorenstein ring R, a complex
G of (left) R-modules is Gorenstein injective if and only if Gi is Gorenstein injective
R-module, for any i ∈ Z. This result has been generalized recently [LZ] to any left
noetherian ring. The dual result for Gorenstein projective complexes is proved in [EEI,
§5]. More precisely, they showed that if R is a commutative noetherian ring of finite
Krull dimension, then a complex G of R-modules is Gorenstein projective if and only
if Gi is Gorenstein projective, for any i ∈ Z. These results have been generalized to
arbitrary rings in [YL]. We use these characterizations throughout this section.
5.1. Existence of adjoint. Let us begin this subsection, by recalling the following
result from [BEIJR].
Proposition 5.1.1. Let X be a class of objects of C(R) that is closed under exten-
sion and suspension. Let M ∈ C(R) and let 0 → Y → X → M → 0 be an exact
sequence with X ∈ X and Y ∈ X⊥. Then, for any X ′ ∈ X , the induced homomorphism
HomK(R)(X
′,X)→ HomK(R)(X
′,M) is a bijection.
Proof. See Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 of [BEIJR]. 
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The following result should be compared with the Theorem 2.7 of [G], where it was
shown that over an n-Gorenstein ring, the inclusion ι : K(GPrj R) −→ K(R) has a right
adjoint. Recall that R is called n-Gorenstein if it is two-sided noetherian and idRR ≤ n
and idRR ≤ n.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension.
The inclusion ι : K(GPrj R) −→ K(R) has a right adjoint.
Proof. (i) The functor ι : K(GPrj R) → K(R) can be factored through K(GFlat R) as
in the following diagram
K(GFlat R)
j
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
K(GPrj R)
l
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
ι // K(R)
So it is enough to prove that each of the inclusions l and j have a right adjoint. Let
us first show the existence of the right adjoint for j. By theorem 3.4 of [YL] the pair
(GFlat C(R),GFlat C(R)⊥) form a complete cotorsion theory in C(R). But by the
characterization of Gorenstein flat complexes, we know that (GFlat C(R)) is nothing
but the C(GFlat R), see Lemmas 12 and 13 of [EEI]. Now 2.13 implies that j has a
right adjoint. To complete the proof, we should show that l also has a right adjoint. By
assumption, R has finite Krull dimension, say d. Let X ∈ C(GFlat R). We claim that
the d-th syzygy of X in C(R) is a Gorenstein projective complex. This follows from the
fact that the Gorenstein projective dimension of any Gorenstein flat module is at most
d in view of the characterization of Gorenstein projective complexes 5.1. Therefore we
conclude that the Gorenstein projective dimension of X is at most d. A complex version
of [H, Theorem 2.10] implies that there exists a short exact sequence
0→ DX → GX → X → 0
of complexes in which GX is a Gorenstein projective complex and the projective di-
mension of DX is at most d − 1. Hence it follows that DX ∈ (GPrjC(R))
⊥. We define
lρ : K(GFlat R) → K(GPrj R) by sending X to GX . Proposition 5.1.1 now come to
play to show that lρ is in fact the right adjoint of l. Hence the proof is complete. 
Remark 5.1.3. The proof of the above theorem provides another proof for the fact
that over commutative noetherian rings of finite Krull dimension, the class of Gorenstein
projective complexes is a precovering class in C(R), see Theorem 4.4. This proof will use
the characterizations of Gorenstein projective complexes recalled in 5.1. Let us provide
an outline.
Let X ∈ C(R) be a complex of R-modules. It is known [EEI, Theorem 2] that the
class of Gorenstein flat complexes is precovering. SoX admits a Gorenstein flat precover
F
ϕ
→ X. Since F is a Gorenstein flat complex, the proof of the above theorem implies
that F has a Gorenstein projective precover G
ψ
→ F . Now since R is of finite Krull
dimension, any Gorenstein projective complex is Gorenstein flat, and so we may deduce
that G
ϕψ
−→ X is a Gorenstein projective precover of X.
Remark 5.1.4. Another important fact is that the argument mentioned in the above
remark also works for modules instead of complexes to provide another easy proof for
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the fact that over commutative noetherian rings of finite Krull dimension, the class
of Gorenstein projective modules is precovering, see [J07, Corollary 2.13] and [MS,
Theorem A.1]. The only facts that one should use is that over such rings the Gorenstein
projective dimension of any Gorenstein flat module is bounded by the dimension of the
ring and also over such rings any Gorenstein projective module is Gorenstein flat. These
two are both known in the literature.
5.2. Equivalence of K(Prj C(R)) and K(Inj C(R)). Iyengar and Krause proved that if
R is a commutative noetherian ring with a dualising complex, there exists an equivalence
of triangulated categories K(Prj R) ≃ K(Inj R), which is given by tensoring with the du-
alising complex [IK, Theorem 4.2]. Let us refer to this equivalence as IK-equivalence. In
this subsection, we generalize this result and get a triangle-equivalence between triangu-
lated categories K(Prj C(R)) and K(Inj C(R)), provided R is a commutative noetherian
ring admitting a dualising complex.
Let us begin by looking more carefully at the IK-equivalence. Let R be a commutative
noetherian ring admitting a dualising complex D. The quasi-inverses functors of the IK-
equivalence are shown in the following diagram
K(Prj R)
i
// K(Flat R)
D⊗R−
//
qoo
K(Inj R),
HomR(D,−)oo
It is clear that the pair (D⊗R−,HomR(D,−)) is an adjoint pair. Since in this situation,
K(Prj R) is compactly generated and i preserves coproducts, Lemma 2.4 implies the i
admits a right adjoint q, see [IK, Remark 3.2]. So (i, q) also form an adjoint pair.
Therefore so is their composition (T, S) := ((D ⊗R −) ◦ i, q ◦ HomR(D,−)). This, in
particular implies that to show the equivalence between K(Prj R) and K(Inj R), it is
enough to show that T is an equivalence. This is what Iyengar and Krause did.
We first pass to the category of complexes. To this end, we define the functors
D⊗− : K(Flat C(R))→ K(Inj C(R)) and Hom(D,−) : K(Inj C(R))→ K(Flat C(R)),
using the same notations as in the above but without prefix R, as follows. For any
F ∈ K(Flat C(R)), we define D⊗F to be a complex in which for any i ∈ Z, (D⊗F )i =
D⊗RF
i. In fact, we apply the functor D⊗R− on the rows of the complex X. Similarly,
for any object I ∈ K(Inj C(R)), we let Hom(D, I) to be an object of K(Flat C(R)) such
that for any integer i, (Hom(D, I))i = HomR(D, I
i). It can be seen easily that, this will
provide an adjoint pair (D ⊗−,Hom(D,−)) of functors
K(Flat C(R))
D⊗−
// K(Inj C(R)).
Hom(D,−)oo
But here we have similar situations as in [IK, Remark 3.2]. That is K(Prj C(R))
is compactly generated and the inclusion functor i : K(Prj C(R)) −→ K(Flat C(R))
preserves coproducts. So we may apply Lemma 2.4 to conclude that i has a right
adjoint Q. Hence we get the following diagram, in which the upper row is the right
adjoint of the lower row.
K(Prj C(R))
i
// K(Flat C(R))
D⊗−
//
Qoo
K(Inj C(R)),
Hom(D,−)oo
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Let us try to get a feeling about Q.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let F ∈ K(Flat R). Then for any i ∈ Z, Q(kiλ(F ))
∼= kiλ(q(F )) in
K(Prj C(R)).
Proof. Fix F ∈ K(Flat R). Since q is the right adjoint of i, there exists a triangle
P // F // L ///o/o
in K(Flat R) with P = q(F ) ∈ K(Prj R) and L ∈ K(Prj R)⊥. We may apply the functor
kiλ on this triangle, to get the exact triangle
kiλ(q(F ))
// kiλ(F )
// kiλ(L)
///o/o
in K(Flat C(R)). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that kiλ(L) ∈ K(Prj C(R))
⊥,
see [IK, 4.1]. To show this, let X ∈ K(Prj C(R)) be an arbitrary object. Here for
simplicity we write Hom instead of HomK(Flat C(R)). We have
Hom(X, kiλ(L))
∼= Hom(X, ki−1ρ (L)).
The adjoint pair (ki−1, ki−1ρ ) now implies the isomorphism
Hom(X, ki−1ρ (L))
∼= Hom(Xi−1, L).
But the last group is zero, because Xi−1 ∈ K(Prj R) and L ∈ K(Prj R)⊥. 
Using this lemma we can provide the following generalization of the IK-equivalence.
Theorem 5.2.2. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising complex.
There exists an equivalence of triangulated categories
K(Prj C(R))
∼
→ K(Inj C(R)).
Proof. For simplicity, set U := Q ◦Hom(D,−) and T := (D⊗−) ◦ i. We just show that
there is a natural equivalence η : idK(Prj C(R)) −→ UT . The other way around is similar.
Since both categories are compactly generated, to prove the theorem, we may focus on
their compact generating sets. By Theorem 3.5, the set S = {kiλ(P ) : P ∈ S, i ∈ Z}
is a compact generating set for K(Prj C(R)), where S is a compact generating set for
K(Prj R). So it suffices only to show that ηki
λ
, for any i and any P ∈ S is an isomorphism.
This follows from the following list of isomorphisms.
UT (kiλ(P ))
∼= U(D ⊗ kiλ(P ))
∼= U(kiλ(D ⊗R P ))
∼= Q(kiλ(Hom(D,D ⊗R P )))
∼= kiλ(q ◦ Hom(D,D ⊗R P )).
It follows from [IK, Theorem 4.2] that the last term is isomorphic to kiλ(P ). This is
what we want. Hence the proof is complete. 
We need the following technical lemma in the proof of our next result.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let q and Q be the above mentioned functors. Then for any object
F ∈ K(Flat C(R)), we have Q(F )i = q(F i).
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Proof. Let F be an arbitrary object of K(Flat C(R)). Since Q is the right adjoint of the
inclusion functor i : K(Prj C(R))→ K(Flat C(R)), there exists a triangle
Q(F ) // F // L ///o/o
in K(Flat C(R)), such that Q(F ) ∈ K(Prj C(R)) and L ∈ K(Prj C(R))⊥. Let i ∈ Z be
an integer. By applying the ith evaluation functor on the above triangle, we get the
exact triangle
Q(F )i // F i // Li ///o/o
in K(Flat R). So to complete the proof it suffices to show that Li ∈ K(Prj R)⊥, see e.g.
[IK, 4.1]. To this end, let P ∈ K(Prj R) and consider the group HomK(Flat R)(P,L
i).
The adjoint pair (kiλ, k
i) implies the following isomorphism of abelian groups
HomK(Flat R)(P,L
i) ∼= HomK(Prj C(R))(k
i
λ(P ), L).
But the latter group is zero because L ∈ K(Prj C(R))⊥. The proof is hence complete. 
Proposition 5.2.4. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising com-
plex D. The functor D⊗− induces a triangle-equivalence between categories Ktac(Prj C(R))
and Ktac(Inj C(R)) such that the following diagram is commutative.
K(Prj C(R))
D⊗− // K(Inj C(R))
Ktac(Prj C(R))
OO
D⊗− // Ktac(Inj C(R))
OO
Proof. Let P ∈ Ktac(Prj C(R)). By definition D ⊗ P is an object of K(Inj C(R)) such
that for any i ∈ Z, (D ⊗ P )i = D ⊗ P i. It follows from [IK, Proposition 5.9(i)]
that D ⊗ P i in fact belongs to Ktac(Inj R). Now part (ii) of Proposition 4.1, implies
that D ⊗ P ∈ Ktac(Inj C(R)). For the converse, assume that I is an arbitrary object
of Ktac(Inj C(R)). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that Q(Hom(D, I)) ∈
Ktac(Prj C(R)). It is clear that Hom(D, I) is a complex in K(Flat C(R)). By the
above lemma, (Q(Hom(D, I)))i = q((Hom(D, I))i). But by definition, (Hom(D, I))i =
Hom(D, Ii). So (Q(Hom(D, I)))i = q((Hom(D, Ii))). Since Ii is a complex inK(Flat R),
the IK-equivalence implies that q((Hom(D, Ii))) ∈ Ktac(Prj R). Now the result follows
from part (i) of Proposition 4.1. 
Remark 5.2.5. Consider the above diagram once more.
K(Prj C(R))
D⊗− // K(Inj C(R))
Ktac(Prj C(R))
ℓ
OO
D⊗− // Ktac(Inj C(R))
ι
OO
Since ℓ has a right adjoint and the rows are equivalences, it follows that ι also has a right
adjoint. This, in particular, implies that the class of Gorenstein injective complexes, over
a commutative noetherian ring with a dualising complex, is precovering. One also may
use the left adjoint of ι to deduce that ℓ admits a left adjoint and then deduce that the
class of Gorenstein projective modules over these rings is preenveloping.
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Remark 5.2.6. We let Kc(Prj C(R)) denote the full subcategory of Ktac(Prj C(R))
consisting of objects P such that all its rows are projective complexes, in notation,
P i is a projective complex, for any i ∈ Z. So all rows and all columns of P are
projective complexes. The subscript ‘c’ comes from the word ‘contractible’. Sim-
ilarly, we denote the full subcategory of Ktac(Inj C(R)) consisting of all objects I
such that for any integer i, Ii is an injective complex, by Kc(Inj C(R)). It is easy
to see that the equivalence Ktac(Prj C(R))
∼
→ Ktac(Inj C(R)) restricts to an equivalence
Kc(Prj C(R))
∼
→ Kc(Inj C(R)), that is, the following diagram is commutative.
Ktac(Prj C(R))
D⊗− // Ktac(Inj C(R))
Kc(Prj C(R))
ν
OO
D⊗− // Kc(Inj C(R))
µ
OO
where ν and µ are inclusions.
Remark 5.2.7. Let R be a ring. One may check easily that both categories GPrj C(R)
and GInj C(R) are Frobenius categories with respect to the natural structures inducing
from the short exact sequences in C(R). Thus their stable categories carries triangulated
structures. Let us denote them by GPrj C(R) and GInj C(R). Proposition 7.2 of [K05]
and its dual, imply that there are triangulated equivalences as follows:
Ktac(Prj C(R))
∼
→ GPrj C(R) and Ktac(Inj C(R))
∼
→ GInj C(R).
Proposition 5.2.8. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising com-
plex. Then the triangulated categories Ktac(Prj C(R)) and Ktac(Inj C(R)) are compactly
generated.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2.4, these two categories are equivalence. So it suffices for us to
prove that Ktac(Inj C(R)) is compactly generated. This we do. We may apply Lemma
4.5, to deduce that the inclusion ι : Ktac(Inj C(R))→ K(Inj C(R)) has a left adjoint ιλ.
Note that by our assumption, K(Inj C(R)) is compactly generated. Let S be a compact
generating set for K(Inj C(R)). We claim that the set {ιλ(I) : I ∈ S} is a compact
generating set for Ktac(Inj C(R)). Let {Xα}α∈J is a family of objects indexed by the
set J . The adjoint pair (ιλ, ι) implies the following isomorphism
HomKtac(Inj C(R))(ιλ(I),
∐
α∈J
Xα) ∼= HomK(Inj C(R))(I,
∐
α∈J
Xα).
But I ∈ S means that the second Hom is isomorphic to the
∐
α∈J HomK(Inj C(R))(I,Xα).
Another use of the adjoint duality implies the isomorphism
∐
α∈J
HomK(Inj C(R))(I,Xα) ∼=
∐
α∈J
HomKtac(Inj C(R))(ιλ(I),Xα).
This implies that ιλ(I), for any I ∈ S, is a compact object. To show that they also
form a generating set, let X ∈ Ktac(Inj C(R)) be a non-zero object. So there is an
element I ∈ S such that HomK(Inj C(R))(I,X) 6= 0. The adjoint duality implies that
HomKtac(Inj C(R))(ιλ(I),X) 6= 0. This completes the proof. 
The above proposition in view of Remark 5.2.7 implies the following result.
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Corollary 5.2.9. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising com-
plex. Then the triangulated categories GPrj C(R) and GInj C(R) are compactly gener-
ated.
5.3. Equivalence of K(GPrj R) and K(GInj R). Recently, Chen [C, Theorem B]
provide an equivalence between the triangulated categories K(GPrj R) and K(GInj R),
the homotopy category of Gorenstein projective and Gorenstein injective R-modules,
assuming that R is left-Gorenstein. He showed that in case R is a commutative Goren-
stein ring, up to a natural isomorphism, this equivalence extends IK’s one. We recall
that a ring R is called left-Gorenstein [B] if any (left) R-module is of finite projective
dimension if and only if it is of finite injective dimension. In this subsection we plan to
show that there exists a triangle-equivalence between triangulated categories K(GPrj R)
and K(GInj R) that restricts to an equivalence between K(Prj R) and K(Inj R). Actu-
ally we do not know if this is an extension of the IK-equivalence. Let us begin by the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.3.1. There exist functors of categories
Ktac(Prj C(R))−→K(GPrj R) and Ktac(Inj C(R))−→K(GInj R).
Proof. Let X ∈ Ktac(Prj C(R)). Define a functor ξ : Ktac(Prj C(R)) → K(GPrj R) by
ξ(X) = Z0(X), where Z0(X) denotes the kernel Ker(X0 → X−1). To show that this is
really a functor, it suffices to show that if a map ϕ : X −→ Y is zero in Ktac(Prj C(R)),
then the induced map ξ(ϕ) : Z0(X) −→ Z0(Y ) is zero in K(GPrj R). Since by Remark
5.2.7, Ktac(Prj C(R)) ≃ GPrj C(R), the vanishing of ϕ in Ktac(Prj C(R)) is equivalent to
say that ξ(ϕ) factors through a projective complex P . By the construction of projective
complexes, we know that P can be written as a direct sum
∐
i∈Z e
i
λ(Pi),
· · · // P2 ⊕ P1
δ1 // P1 ⊕ P0
δ0 // P0 ⊕ P−1
δ−1 // · · · ,
where for any integer i in Z, Pi is a projective R-module and δi is defined as δi|Pi+1 = 0
and δi |Pi= idPi . Based on this, for any i, we introduce a morphism si : Z0(X)i −→
Z0(Y )i+1 that construct the desired homotopy. Let us for simplicity denote the complex
Z0(X) by U and Z0(Y ) by V . Consider the following diagram
· · · // Ui+2
∂i+2 //

Ui+1
∂i+1 //
βi+1
xx♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
ξ(ϕ)i+1

Ui
βi
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
//

· · ·
· · · // Pi+1 ⊕ Pi
γi+1
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
δi // Pi ⊕ Pi−1
γi
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
δi−1 // Pi−1 ⊕ Pi−2 // · · ·
· · · // Vi+2
νi+2 // Vi+1
νi+1 // Vi // · · ·
where for any i, ξ(ϕ)i = γiβi. Define si : Ui −→ Vi+1 by si = γi+1(δi |Pi)
−1βi. It is an
easy diagram chasing to show that s is the desired homotopy. 
Definition 5.3.2. Let ϕ : X → Y be a morphism of bicomplexes. We say that ϕ is
vertically-null-homotopic (v-null-homotopic for short) if for any integers i, j ∈ Z, there
exists homomorphism sji : X
j
i → Y
j+1
i such that (with the notation as in 2.13)
(1) ϕji = s
j−1
i (vx)
j
i + (vy)
j+1
i s
j
i , and
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(2) (hy)
j+1
i s
j
i = s
j
i−1(hx)
j
i .
Note that the condition (1) means that the morphism ϕ restricted to any column is
null-homotopic, while the second condition means that sj : Xj → Y j+1 is a morphism of
complexes. Saying roughly, this is a vertical version of the definition of a null-homotopic
map in the category of bicomplexes.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let f : G→ G′ be a null-homotopic morphism in K(GPrj R). Let X =
TG and Y = TG′ denote respectively totally acyclic complexes in Ktac(Prj C(R)) with
Z0X = G and Z0Y = G
′. Then f can be lifted to a v-null-homotopic map ϕ : X → Y .
Similar statement holds true whenever f is a morphism in K(GInj R).
Proof. Let s be the homotopy morphism that forces f to be null-homotopic. Since by
Proposition 4.1, the rows of TG and TG′ are totally acyclic, an standard argument shows
that s in each jth row induces a morphism s¯j : Xj −→ Y j+1. For any integers i and j
we define the map ϕji : X
j
i −→ Y
j
i by setting ϕ
j
i := s¯
j−1
i (vx)
j
i + (vy)
j+1
i s¯
j
i . It is routine
to check that ϕ is a v-null-homotopic morphism of bicomplexes. 
Remark 5.3.4. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of complexes in C(R). By [BEIJR]
there exists a short exact sequence
0 −→ Y −→ Cone(f) −→ S(X) −→ 0
in C(R), in which Cone(f) denotes the mapping cone of f and S(X) denotes the sus-
pension of X, see 2.13. It can be checked easily that a commutative diagram
X
f //
ρ

Y
µ

X ′
f ′ // Y ′
in C(R) induces the commutative diagram
0 // Y //
µ

Cone(f) //

S(X)

// 0
0 // Y ′ // Cone(f) // S(X ′) // 0
with exact rows.
The following lemma is proved in [GT, Lemma 3.2]. See also [BEIJR, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 5.3.5. The above short exact sequence splits if and only if f ≃ 0.
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Now assume that ϕ : X → Y is a morphism of bicomplexes. By the Remark 5.3.4,
we have the following commutative diagram in C(R) with the exact columns.
0

0

0

· · · // Y1 //

Y0 //

Y−1 //

· · ·
· · · // Cone(ϕ1) //

Cone(ϕ0) //

Cone(ϕ−1) //

· · ·
· · · // S(X1) //

S(X0) //

S(X−1) //

· · ·
0 0 0
We say that a morphism ϕ : X → Y of bicomplexes is degree-wise null-homotopic
(dw-null-homotopic, for short) if for each i ∈ Z, the morphism ϕi : Xi → Yi is null-
homotopic.
Therefore, if ϕ : X → Y is a dw-null-homotopic map, by Lemma 5.3.5, all columns of
the above diagram split and by an standard argument we get a triangle
Y // VCone(ϕ) // VS(X) ///o/o
in K(C(R)). Note that in this triangle VCone is in fact the vertical (not the usual)
cone of ϕ. This explain the notation we used. Moreover, VS(X) is the bicomplex with
VS(X)j = Xj−1, that is shifting the rows of X one degree to the up, which is again
different from the usual shifting in K(C(R)).
In particular we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3.6. Let X ∈ K(Prj C(R)). Then any morphism ϕ : X → Y induces a
triangle as above.
Proof. Since X ∈ K(Prj C(R)) all columns of X are projective complexes and hence are
contractible. So for any i ∈ Z, the morphism ϕi : Xi → Yi is null-homotopic. The result
now follows from the above discussion. 
By definition, any v-null-homotopic map is dw-null-homotopic. We showed that any
dw-null-homotopic morphism induces a triangle in K(C(R)). In the following lemma we
show that if ϕ is v-null-homotopic, the induced triangle will be split.
Lemma 5.3.7. Let ϕ : X → Y be a v-null-homotopic morphism of bicomplexes. Then
the induced exact sequence
0 // Y // VCone(ϕ) // VS(X) // 0
is split exact.
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Proof. Consider the diagram
0

0

0

· · · // Y1 //

Y0 //

Y−1 //

· · ·
· · · // Cone(ϕ1) //
π1
Cone(ϕ0) //
π0
Cone(ϕ−1) //
π−1

· · ·
· · · // S(X1) //

S(X0) //

S(X−1) //

· · ·
0 0 0
Since any column is split, for any i, we may find a map ui : S(Xi) → Cone(ϕi) with
πiui = idS(Xi), see the proof of [BEIJR, Lemma 2.1]. Since ϕ is v-null-homotopic, it
is easy to check that the collection {ui}i∈Z is a morphism VS(X) → VCone(ϕ). This
implies the result. 
Our next result can be considered as a converse of the above lemma.
Lemma 5.3.8. Let ϕ : X → Y be a dw-null-homotopic morphism of bicomplexes with
the property that the induced triangle
Y
ι // VCone(ϕ)
π // VS(X) ///o/o/o
splits. Then there exists a v-null-homotopic map ψ : X → Y which is homotopic to ϕ
in K(C(R)).
Proof. Our assumption implies there exists a morphism u : VS(X) −→ VCone(ϕ) such
that πu− idVS(X) : VS(X)→ VS(X) is null-homotopic. We define ψ : X → Y by setting
ψ := ϕ ◦ VS−1(πu). Since ψ − ϕ = ϕ ◦ VS−1(πu − idVS(X)) and πu − idVS(X) is null
homotopic, we may deduce that ψ is homotopic to ϕ. To see that ψ is a v-null-homotopic
map we may define, sj : Xj → Y j+1, for any j ∈ Z by defining sji : X
j
i → Y
j+1
i to be
sji = ν
j
i u
j
i , where ν is the canonical projection map VCone(ϕ) → Y . Now it is just a
simple diagram checking to show that ψ is, in fact, a v-null-homotopic map. 
Now we are ready to present our last theorem in this paper.
Theorem 5.3.9. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring admitting a dualising complex
D. Then there exists a triangle-equivalence between triangulated categories K(GPrj R)
and K(GInj R), that restricts to an equivalence between K(Prj R) and K(Inj R).
Proof. We plan to introduce a functor Ψ that commutes the following diagram
K(GPrj R)
Ψ // K(GInj R)
K(Prj R)
OO
Ψ| // K(Inj R)
OO
Let G ∈ K(GPrj R). By definition, there exists a totally acyclic complex TG in
Ktac(Prj C(R)) such that Z0TG = G. We apply the equivalenceD⊗− : Ktac(Prj C(R))→
Ktac(Inj C(R)) and define Ψ(G) to be the complex Z0(D ⊗ TG). Clearly Ψ(G) ∈
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K(GInj R). Let f : G → G′ be a morphism in K(GPrj R) which is null-homotopic.
By Lemma 5.3.3 f can be lifted to a v-null-homotopic morphism ϕ : TG → TG′ . There-
fore the short exact sequence
0 −→ TG′ −→ VCone(ϕ) −→ VS(X) −→ 0
is split exact. This implies that the induced exact sequence
0 −→ D ⊗ TG′ −→ VCone(D ⊗ ϕ) −→ D ⊗VS(X) −→ 0
is also split exact. Hence by Lemma 5.3.8, there exists a v-null-homotopic map ψ : X →
Y which is homotopic to D⊗ ϕ in K(C(R)). This in view of Lemma 5.3.1, implies that
Ψ(f) : Ψ(G) −→ Ψ(G′) is null-homotopic. Hence we have proved that Ψ is well-defined.
Following similar argument, will imply that Ψ is faithful. Furthermore, it follows easily,
by applying the equivalence K(Prj C(R)) ≃ K(Inj C(R)) of Theorem 5.2.2, that Ψ is
full and dense.
For the lower row of the diagram, just note that by the proof of Theorem 2.2
of [YL], if G is a complex in K(Prj R) then there exists a totally acyclic complex
TG ∈ Ktac(Prj C(R)) with G = Z0TG and with the extra property that it belongs
to Kc(Prj C(R)). Now the proof follows from the Remark 5.2.6. 
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